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Local homology of groups of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms, II

Dusa McDuff*

§1. Introduction

This is the second in a séries of three papers on the local homology of groups
of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms: see [9], [10]. It may be read indepen-
dently of the other two papers since it uses none of their results or methods of
proof. Hère is a statement of the main theorem. (A slightly sharper version is
stated in §2.) We will explain later how it is related to the results of [9], [10].

We consider a compact, oriented, smooth manifold Wx with boundary dW\.
Let Woc Wx be the complément of an open collar neighbourhood of dWx. If co is

a volume form on Int Wu we write Diflf^ (Wl9 rel d) for the discrète group of ail
co-preserving diffeomorphisms of W, which are the identity near dWt. Clearly

Wo, rel d) &lt;= Diff., (Wu rel d).

THEOREM 1. The inclusion DifL (W0,reia)cDiflfa&gt; (Vt^reld) induces an
isomorphism on (untwisted) integer homology.

This theorem holds for any volume form on Int Wt. In particular, taking
eu dxia- • - Adxn on Rn, we see that the inclusion of the group of co-preserving
diffeomorphisms of Rn with support in the open unit dise into the group of
compactly supported co-preserving diffeomorphisms of Rn is a homology
isomorphism.

Observe also that if we were considering the group Diff (Wt, reld) of ail, not
necessarily volume-preserving, diffeomorphisms with support in Int Wl9 then the
above resuit follows easily from the fact that Gt Diff (W!, reld) is the union of
subgroups Gip where

G01 c G02 c * * &apos; c Go Gn c G12 c • • • c Gl9

and where, for any i, /, there is g e Gx which commutes with GOl and conjugates
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136 DUSA MCDUFF

Gij to Go. However thèse conjugating maps cannot préserve volume, and so one
cannot argue in this way in the volume-preserving case.

The main application of Theorem 1 is to the study of the &quot;local homology&quot; of

groups of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms. Recall from [7] that if ^ is a

topological group whose underlying discrète group is G, then the homotopy fiber
B&amp; of the natural map BG -&gt;BC§ dépends only on the algebraic and topological
structure of a neighbourhood of the identity in cê. Therefore the homology of the

space B^ is called the &quot;local homology of ^ at the identity.&quot; When ^ is a Lie

group, it follows from van Est&apos;s theorem that the &quot;differentiable&quot; part of its local
cohomology is just the cohomology of the Lie algebra of cê. See [4]. If
®$C (W,,reld) dénotes the group Difl^ (Wl9 reld) in its usual C°°-topology, it is

not hard to see that the inclusion of ®^œ (W0,reld) into 2&gt;$C (W^reld) is a

homotopy équivalence. For example, using [6] one can easily construct a family ht

of contractions of Wt which préserve w up to a constant and are such that
hi(W1)=W0. Then one can homotop 2^ (W^reld) into 9)^ (W0,reld) by
conjugating by h,. Thus Theorem 1 is équivalent to the statement:

THEOREM 1&apos;. The inclusion

B ffl#k Wo, rel a) ^ B Qêff» (Wl9 rel d)

induces an isomorphism on (untwisted) integer homology.

This is a very spécial case of a gênerai theorem [10] which asserts that the
local homology of groups such as S^C W, rel d) is a homotopy invariant of the

pair consisting of W together with its tangent bundle. In fact, the local homology
of Sfc^C W, rel, d) is isomorphic to the homology of the space of sections of a

bundle over W which is associated to the tangent bundle. In the ordinary, non-
volume-preserving case, this theorem is due to Mather in dimension 1 and to
Thurston in dimension &gt;1. See [8]. In the volume-preserving case, Theorem V is

the crucial Hnk which allows one to deduce the theorem for compact manifolds of
finite volume from that for non-compact manifolds of infinité volume which is

established in [9].
The proof of Theorem 1&apos; is surprisingly délicate. It is based on ideas of

Thurston which he used in [11] to show that when n =dim W^3, the inclusion

B 2&gt;#*0 (V, rel d)^B 3)&lt;tf*0 (W, rel d)

induces an isomorphism on Hl9 where V is any compact n-dimensional sub-

manifold of W, and where 2^J0 is the subgroup of ®$C consisting of éléments
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which are isotopic to the identity and hâve zéro flux. This, in turn, is the key step
in showing that 3)^^0(Wy reld) is a simple group when n^3. The case n 2
coincides with the symplectic case and was considered by Banyaga in [1],

The proof of Theorem 1&apos; has two steps. First, one shows that the space
B Sèffino Wl5 rel d) déformation retracts onto a subspace which is made up from
diffeomorphisms of &quot;small&quot; support in Wx. An élégant proof of this déformation
lemma in the non-volume-preserving case is given by Mather in [8] §15, following
ideas of Thurston. However that proof does not work either in the volume-
preserving or the C° case. The présent proof is much more complicated, but it
does work in both thèse cases as well as in the symplectic case. See Remark 4.15
below. In fact, it is just a generalization to higher dimensions of Thurston and
Banyaga&apos;s proof of a similar resuit for the 2-skeleton. Second, one shows that any
cycle on this subspace made from diffeomorphisms of small support may hâve its

support conjugated into Wo. The techniques used hère, notably the construction
of the maps hK in Lemma 3.6, do not appear to generalize immediately to the

symplectic case.

§2. Basic définitions

First let us recall some facts about the flux homomorphism. We assume

throughout that Wx is a connected n-dimensional manifold with non-empty
boundary. Then the volume form co is exact and the flux is a continuous

homomorphism &lt;P from the identity component 2bj0f»o (Wl9 rel d) of

S^fo, Wl5 rel d) to Hrl(Wl;R)^Hn~\W1,dW1;R). It may be defined as fol-
lows. Given an (n-l)-cycle z in (WudWx) then

=1*(g)(z)= w,
Je

where c is an n-chain with boundary g*(z)-z. (This is independent of the choice

of c because a) is exact.) We will write StyfJoCW^reld) for the kernel of &lt;P.

Thurston shows in [11] that T&gt;ifCo (W^reld) is a perfect group when n^3. In
fact, he proves the slightly stronger resuit that Ht(B 3)^to(Wi, rel d);Z) 0.

When n 2, this is no longer true. There is a continuous surjective
homomorphism

defined by Banyaga in [1] II.4.3, whose kernel we will dénote by
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tyf*o (Wl9 rel a). Banyaga shows in [1] that Ht(B 3)^to (Wl9 rel d); Z) 0. Let

p#£o(W,,ield) if
1 I2^*g (WI? rel d) if n 2.

We will prove Theorem V in the following sharpened form.

THEOREM 2.1. The inclusion B^o &lt;L~*Bcêx induces an isomorphism on (un-
twisted) integer homology.

Clearly, it suffices to consider the case when vol Wx is finite. Therefore we will
assume from now on that this is so. Also, it will be convenient to reformulate
Theorem 2.1 slightly. Choose a point x1edW1, and put W2=W1-(open dise
nbhd of xO. So W2 has corners: see Fig. 1. Let ^2 be 2)^f*0(W2, rel d) if n^3
and ÇjbiffZl W2, rel a) when n 2. If vol Wo vol W2, the discrète groups Go and

G2 are direct limits of subgroups which are conjugate in Gx. It follows that the
inclusion BG0 c-&gt; BGt induces an isomorphism on integer homology if and only if
the inclusion BG2 c-&gt; BGX does. Since the inclusions ^0 c~&gt; ^i and ^2 c—&gt; ^x are
homotopy équivalences, a similar statement is true on the level of B^. Therefore
it will sufficç to show that H*(B&lt;&amp;1,B&lt;&amp;2;Z) 0 for any W2. Clearly, this is an
immédiate conséquence of the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.2. If N&gt;2d2 + 2, then Hd(B^l5 B^2;Z) 0 whenever
vol Wx - W2) &lt; UN vol Wlt

Before beginning the proof we must make some définitions.
Let Sing^ dénote the singular complex of the topological group cê. The

discrète group G acts freely on Sing ^ by multiplication on the right, and hence
acts freely on the realization |Sing ^| of Sing ^. The quotient space |Sing ^|/G fits

Fig. 1
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into a fibration séquence

&lt;ê - |Sing % -&gt; |Sing &lt;&amp;\/G -* BG

and therefore is weakly équivalent to B^. In this paper, following [8], we will use
|Sing^|/G as our model for B^. Notice that |Sing^|/G is the realization of the
simplicial set S sing&lt;&amp;/G. If Ap dénotes the standard p-simplex with vertices
(u0,..., vp), a p-simplex cr of S is just a based continuous map

where id is the identity élément of cê. Further, if Aq is a face of Ap with first
vertex t&gt;t, the corresponding face of cr is given by the map

6a • OM)&apos;11 à\

In other words, one must renormalize 0CT as well as restricting its domain.
It turns out to be useful to represent éléments of H^(B^\ Z) by maps of

cubical complexes into B^. Thus let Kbea finite cell complex which is obtained
from a disjoint union of oriented d-dimensional cubes by making certain linear
identifications of the faces. We will suppose that the vertices of K are ordered and
that for each cube k^K with first vertex vK we are given a map fK :(k, vk)-^&gt;

(% id). If thèse maps are compatible, in other words, if

fx(a) fK(a)fM-\ aek,

whenever àck, then they fit together in a unique way to give a map f:K-+ B^.
To see this, let T be the triangulation of K obtained by starring each cube at its

barycenter, and order the vertices of T lexicographically. Then each p-simplex cr

in T is taken by / to the simplex in B^ which corresponds to the singular simplex

p, V0)

where i is the natural identification and where k is some cube containing cr. The
compatibility conditions ensure that this is independent of the choice of k. Thus
the fK define a d-chain (K, f). Its boundary d(K, f) is obtained by restricting / to
the (d - l)-cubes of K, where thèse are taken with the appropriate cancellations
and multiplicities.

Notice that we do not collapse degeneracies hère. Since the degenerate cubes
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are factored out when one defines homology by means of the cubical complex, it
is necessary to check that every élément of H^iB^) may be represented by a

cubical cycle (K, /) as above. However this follows because the standard simplex
An, with barycentric coordinates Ào,..., Àn, has a canonical subdivision into
projectively embedded n -cubes Co,..., Cn. In fact, let Cp be the set of ail points
in An for which Àp max {Ào,..., Àn}. Then Cp is homeomorphic to the standard

n-cube, with linear coordinates O^Àj/Àp ^ 1 for i^p. Therefore one may obtain a

suitable cubical représentative of a homology class by subdividing a simplicial
cycle.

An alternative way to describe the chain (K, /) is to define maps fc : C —&gt; ^,
where C runs over a family of subcomplexes of K which cover K. Thèse maps
must satisfy the compatibility conditions

fc&gt;(a)fc&gt;(aorl fc(a)fc(a0)-\ aeCHC,

where a0 is any fixed élément of C H C&quot;. For example, if K* is a subdivision of K
into little cubes, the fK, k &lt;= K, define a chain (K*9 /*). If we identify K and K* as

topological spaces, the maps / and /* are not equal. However they are clearly
homotopic.

If K&apos; is a subcomplex of K, we will write (K&apos;,f) for the chain obtained by
restricting / to K&apos;.

EXAMPLE 2.3. Let K be the unit square k ={(a, b):0^a, b^ï} with ver-
tices ordered as (0,0), (1,0), (0,1), (1,1), and define fK(a,b) h(a)g(b) where
h(0) g(0) id. Then (K, f) is a 2-chain in §&lt;&amp;. Its boundary is the union of the

two 1-chains b^&gt;g(b) and b»-^fi(l)g(i))h(l)~1, since the chains corresponding to
b 0,1 cancel. Thus (K, f) is a 2-cycle if h(l) commutes with the g(b).

Now consider the case ^ ^l9 and let (K, f) be a d-chain as above. The support
supp/K of a cube k in K is defined to be the closure in Wt of the set

{x e Wx :fK(a)(x) ^ x for some a g k}. Clearly

supp fK csupp/K whenever ÀÇk.

We define supp (K9 f) to be the union of supp fK over ail keK. Observe that (K, f)
is a relative cycle in (B^, B^2) if and only if supp d(K, f) c Int W2. Thus, in

Example 2.3, (K, f) is a relative 2-cycle if g(b) and h(l)g(b)h(l)~1 hâve supports
in Int W2 for ail b.

We aim to show that any relative d-cycle (K,/) in (B^x,B^2) is null-
homologous. To keep control on the boundary, it is convenient to consider cycles
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for which there is no need to make cancellations when passing to their bound-
aries. Therefore, we say that a complex K is reduced if it may be obtained from a

union of disjoint d-cubes by identifying pairs of oppositely oriented (d-1)-
dimensional faces. Its boundary dK is then the subcomplex of K which is spanned
by the (d-l)-cubes which lie in only one d-cube. Further, we define a reduced
relative d-cycle to be a d-chain (K, f) where K is reduced and where supp/K &lt;=

Int W2 for ail k &lt;= dK. Thus supp (dK, f) c Int W2, so that we can consider the
boundary of (K, f) to be (dK,f). For example, suppose that in (2.3) above the
edges a 0,1 hâve support in Int W2 while b 0,1 do not. Then (K, f) is a

relative cycle, but it is not reduced since one must cancel the edges b 0,1 to
obtain d(K, f). However it may be reduced by identifying the edge b 0 with the
edge b - 1 and then subdividing k into two embedded cubes by the line b const.
Note also that every homology class in H^CB^, B^2) may be represented by a

reduced relative d-cycle (K, f). This holds because every class is represented by a

relative simplicial cycle, which may be reduced by changing the identifications of
its (d — l)-dimensional faces and then subdividing. One then takes K to be a

cubical subdivision of this simplicial cycle.
Now let Y {V, : i e A} be any open cover of Wx. The chain (K, f) will be said

to be supported by Y if there is a function a which assigns to every cube KcKa
set c*(k)ç A in such a way that

(2.4) (i) |a

(ii) supp/KçU{V,:i6*(*)}, and

(iii) a(A)ÇaW if A c K.

Further, let Y&apos; be a subfamily {Vt : i e A&apos;} of Y and put W&apos;=\J {Vt : i e A&apos;}. If K&apos;

is a subcomplex of K, then we will say that the triple (K, K\ f) is supported by
(Y, Y&apos;) if there is a function a which in addition to the above three conditions
satisfies

(iv) «(k)cA&apos; for ail kc:K&apos;.

This condition clearly implies that supp(K&apos;,/)c W. A reduced relative d-cycle
(K,f) will be said to be supported by (Y9V) if the triple (K,dK,f) is so

supported.
In §4 we will prove:

LEMMA 2.5 (Déformation Lemma). Let (K, f) by any chain in B^ and let
Kf be a subcomplex of K such that supp (K\ f) &lt;=z W&apos;. Then there is a chain
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(KxI,F) such thaï:

(i) (KXO,F) (K,/),
(ii) supp (K! xI,F)ç: W, and
(iii) the triple (Kxl,X&apos;xl,F) has a subdivision which issupported by (Y, Y&apos;),

COROLLARY 2.6. Suppose that (K, f) is a reduced relative d-cycle such that

supp (dK, f) c W c Int W2. Then (K, f) is homologous in (B^u B&lt;g2) to a reduced
relative cycle which is supported by (Y, Y&apos;).

Notice that if a relative cycle (K, f) is supported by (Y, Y&apos;) then the support of
each cube in the cycle is small. However the support of the cycle (K, f) might still
be almost the whole of Int W±. In the next section we describe a d-fold
conjugation process which at each step takes a little more of the support of (K, /)
into W2.

§3. The conjugation lemma

Throughout this section we assume that (K, f) is a reduced relative d-cycle.
Our first task is to construct a suitable cover Y.

(3.1) The cover Y

Let N &gt; 2d2 + 2. We will assume that vol (Wx - W2) &lt; 1/N vol Wx as in Lemma
2.2. The cover Y will consist of sets Vl9..., VN as in Fig. 2. Thus we require:

(i) VtnV, 0 if |î-/|&gt;l;
(ii) the sets V2,..., Vn-i and Vx H V2,..., V^-i H VN are difïeomorphic to

Dn~1xl9 where Dn~l is the closed (n-l)-disc;
(iii) each set V(ljl) Vx U • • • U Vl9 i&lt;N, is difïeomorphic to an open dise

neighbourhood of Xi;
(iv) if V; V, -(V,-! U Vl+1), then

vol Vx&lt;vol Vx for

Fig. 2
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We will assume the sets Vj H Vl+1 and VN hâve very small volume so that the V,,
1 ^ i &lt;N9 fill out almost ail of Wx.

If a c {1,..., N} we write Va for U {V, : i e a}. Similarly Va \J {Vt : i e a}.
Recall also the notation V(11) Vx U • • • U V, used in (ii) above.

Since supp (dK, f) is a compact subset of Int W2, we may choose Vx and V2 so
that

(v) supp (dK, f) c Wi - Vx ç Wi - Vx ç Int W2.

This is compatible with (iv) above because vol (W1-W2)&lt; UN vol Wv If Y&apos;=

{Vt:2^i^N}9 the cycle (K,f) will then satisfy the conditions of Corollary 2.6
with respect to (Y, Y&apos;), and so will be homologous to a cycle which is supported
by (Y, Y&apos;). Therefore, it will suffice to prove:

LEMMA 3.2 (Conjugation Lemma). Suppose that (K,f) is a reduced relative
d-cycle in (jB^15 B^2) which is supported by the cover (Y, Y&apos;) of (3.1) above. Then

(K,f) is null-homologous.

Proof when d l. Because B&amp;i has only one vertex, every 1-chain (K, f) is an
(absolute) 1-cycle. In particular, since (K, f) is supported by Y, it is a sum of
1-cycles each supported by some Vi. Therefore we just hâve to show that any
1-cycle with support in V1 is homologous to a cycle with support in Int W2. Since

N&gt;2, vol V1&lt;vol(V1n V2)U V2&lt;vo\ W2. Therefore, given any compact subset
S of V^nint Wl5 there is a path ht, O^t^l, in cê1 with ho id and such that
h!(S)ciInt W2. (See Remark (3.3) below.) Thus the proof may be completed by
constructing a 2-chain as in Example 2.3.

Remark 3.3. In gênerai, the only obstructions to constructing a volume-
preserving isotopy which moves sets around in a prescribed way are the obvious
ones involving volume. See [6]. One can ensure that ht has zéro flux by making its

support lie in a contractible subset of Wx. When n 2, one can also ensure that ht

lies in the kernel of p by replacing it by htfcj, where p(kt) + p(ht) 0 and where kt
has support in a tiny dise which is disjoint from supp ht. Then we will hâve ht e cê1

in ail cases.

The case d 1 is so simple that one does not neèd the spécial properties of the
cover Y. Thèse will be useful later on, but first we must homotop (K, f) to a cycle
(Kl9 F) which is easier to manipulate.

(3.4) The cycle (Kl9 F)

Let K* be the first barycentric subdivision of K. It is an ordered cubical
complex with one q-cube D(À, k) for each pair of cubes A, k in K with AcK,
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Ai2*DU12)

where q dim k -dim À. One can easily check that it is reduced. Let D(À) be the
subcomplex U {D(À, k):k2à} of K*. Now consider the subcomplex

Kt= U àxD(à,k)=U AxD(A)

of K x K*. This is an ordered d-dimensional cubical complex whose d-cubes hâve
the form À xD(A, k) where dim k — d. See Fig. 3.

We will write /ul(A) for the subcomplex AxD(A) of Kx. If ÀcK then
jll(à) H /ul(k) À xD(k). It is not hard to check that K1 is homeomorphic to K and

so may be considered as a subdivision of K. Thus it is reduced and has boundary

There is a natural map tt.Kx-*K which projects each /a(à) àxD(à) onto
the first factor A. The maps F^(x) /Xo7r are clearly compatible. They fit together
to form a reduced relative d-cycle (Ku F) which is homologous to (K, /).

(3.5) The conjugating map h

We wish to define a map h:K1xI-^cg1 which will conjugate the support of
(Kl9 F) into Int W2. Let Z be a set of the form Wt - (open collar nbhd of d WO
which contains supp(K,/), and let Ter V(ld+1)= VxU- • -U Vd+1 be a thin tube
which intersects the sets Vl9..., Vd+1 in turn and which lies outside Z. See Fig. 4.

Fig. 4
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Further, Let U be a neighbourhood of Z H Vl in Vx whose closure does not meet
dWx or T. Then vol U&lt;vo\ Vl9 2*£i&lt;N, by (3.1)(iv). Therefore, one can find a

path ntj, 0=^t^l, in ^ with support in ^UTU^ such that mo id and

m1(U)c:lntW2. See Remark (3.3). Observe that if suppgcZ-V2 then

supp (tn^mï1) mx(supp g) c Int W2.
Now recall from (2.4) that because (K, f) is supported by Y there is a function

a : (cubes of K) —» (subsets of {1,..., N}) such that

; a(À)ca(/() if ÀÇk;

and

supp/KcVtt(lc)=U{Vl:Î€a(fc)}.

Choose a number |3(k) in {1,..., d + 1}-«(k) for each d-cube k. In gênerai, set

U {&amp;M : A c: k, dim k d}. Then supp fk is disjoint from V0(x) for ail À.

We are now ready to define the conjugating map h.

LEMMA 3.6. There is a map h\K1xI^cêl such that

(i)
(ii) for each cube k in K the restriction of h to k xD(k)xI is a composite

(iii) for each k and beD(i&lt;)

where ($(k) is as above;

(iv) for each kczK, k^-SK and b eD(k)

Proof. We define the hK first for cubes of dimension d, then for those of
dimension d -1 and so on. If dim k d, then \P(k)\ 1 and D(k) is a single point,
bK say. Therefore, we may choose the path hK(bK, t) to be a suitable conjugate of
the path mt defîned in (3.5) above. In gênerai, if dim k q, and hk has been
defîned for ail À of dimension &gt;q, then hK is determined on ôD(k)xL Since
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j3(k)c: j3(A) whenever A c k, the support of hK \ ôD(k)xI satisfies (ii) and (iv). It
is not hard to see that one can extend hK to the whole of D(k) x I. If k c aK, one
must take care to satisfy (i) also. Further détails will be left to the reader.

(3.7) The basic conjuration process

We define a (d + l)-chain (KtxlH) as follows:

if jll kxD
then

Observe that H^{a0, b0,0) id by (3.6)(i) if (a0, b0) is the first vertex of k x D(k).
Hence H^ is properly normalized. Since h is globally defined on Kx x I and the /K

are compatible, the H^ are also compatible, and so fit together to form the chain

(Kxxl, H). The boundary of (Ktxl9 H) has three parts:

(Ktx0,H)9 (K^UH) and (dK^lH).

By Lemma 3.6(i) we hâve (Kx x 0, H) (Ku F). Also supp (dKi xI,H)c Int W2.

Hence (K,f) is homologous to (^x 1, H).
Let us write H for the restriction of H to K1 x 1 Kx. Then on the subcomp-

lex il(k) kxD(k) of Kx the map H, when normalized at the vertex (a0, 60)&gt;

takes the form:

*Wa, fc) hK(b, l)fK(a)K(b0, l)-1

where lK(b) hK(b, l)M*o, D&quot;1 and gK(a) hK(è0, l)/K(a)hK(b0, l)&quot;1. Observe
that

suppïK(fc)c V(ltd+1)

by (3.6)(iii). Also, because supp/K cZfl V^^), and because TU V3(k) is disjoint
from Zfl Va(K), conditions (iii) and (iv) of (3.6) imply that supp gK czLnt W2 when
K&lt;£dK. This holds also when K&lt;=:dK because hK(b, t) commutes with fK(a) by
(3.1)(v). One may also take (ao,bo)edK1 so that hK(b0, l) id by (3.6)(ii). Note
further that

supp UttfcctoU&amp;r^Int W2n(V(W+1)U
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for ail b e D(k). In particular, if dim k d, then supp H^^ c Int W2, so that the
cubes jul(k), dim k d, contribute nothing to (Kl5 H).

Proof of Lemma 3.2

We prove this by induction, using the following inductive hypothesis:

IH(k): There is a function

a : (cubes in K) -&gt; (subsets of {1, 2kd + 2,..., N»

such that

(i) |a(ic)
(ii) a(fx)cia(K) if julcK; and

(iii) supp /K c Va(K) U (Int W2 H V(lf2kd+1)).

Any reduced relative d-cycle which is supported by (V, V) satisfies IH(0). Also,
if (K, f) satisfies IH(d) then each «(k) must be empty. Therefore (iii) implies that

supp (K, /)çlnt W2. Hence it remains to prove:

LEMMA 3.8. Any reduced cycle for which IH(k) holds for some k&lt;d is

homologous to a reduced cycle for which IH(k +1) holds.

We begin with the following resuit.

LEMMA 3.9. Suppose that (K, f) satisfies IH(k) for some k&lt;d. Then (K, f) is

homologous to a reduced cycle (K, f) which has a function a satisfying the

conditions of IH(k) as well as:

(iv) 1 g cx(k) if and only if K&lt;£dK.

Proof. Because (K, f) is a relative cycle, supp fK c Int W2 for ail k c dK.

therefore if we define

a1(K) a(K) for

and

«!(*) &lt;*(*)-{1} for KczdK,

the function ax satisfies IH(k). Hence we may suppose that lfÉa(ic) for ail
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Now consider the cycle (KUF) constructed in (3.4). Define at for Kt by
setting

&lt;*i(t)= fl ol(k), for ail cubes t in Kl9
tct^Ck)

where jul(k) k xD(k)&lt;^Ki. It is not hard to check that this satisfies IH(k). Let
C {k e K : 1 ^ cl{k)} and put

Since supp Fm,(k) supp fK &lt;= Int W2 for ail kgQ (Kl9 F) is a (reduced) relative
cycle homologous to (K,f). We claim that the function at when restricted to Kx
satisfies (iv) above. For, by construction, dK c: C It follows that t c= dKt if and

only if the set {k : t c /ul(k)} intersects C (but is not entirely contained in C). Also,
if t&lt;£dKt then the set {k:tcix(k)} is disjoint from C. Condition (iv) now follows
easily.

Proof of Lemma 3.8

We will suppose as we may that the function a on (K, f) satisfies condition
(3.9)(iv). Choose a function

0 : (cubes in K) -* (subsets of {2kd + 2,..., 2fcd -h d 4-1})

so that

and

|/3(k)|=1 if |a(fc)| d-fc.

We now want to define a map h : Kx x I -» ^ as in Lemma 3.6 with respect to this
p. We will choose Z and 1/ as before, and will take T to be a tube in V(1&gt;2kd+d+i)

which is disjoint from Z. Since (K, f) is a relative cycle there is a compact subset

A of (IntW2)nV1 such that supp (aJC,/) c AU V(2,N). Then we require h to
satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.6 as well as:

(iii)&apos; for each k c K

supp hKc(^rA)UTU Vp(K)c V(li2kd+a+1),
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(iv)&apos; for each k &lt;= K, K£dK and b € D(k)

hK(b, 1)(U) c= Int W2 H V(1,2kd+d+1).

Now observe that if \ol(k)\ d-k then «(k) a(À) for ail À =&gt;k. Also, if S is a

subset {1, 2kd + 2,..., N} with |SJ d - k, the subcomplex

K1(S)=\J{li(K):a(K) S}

does not intersect J^i(S&apos;) unless S S&apos;. Therefore we may define j3 and h so that:

(v) on each set K^S) x I, h dépends only on f g I,
and then extend h to the rest of Kt x I.

Consider the cycle (Kl9 H) constructed from h as in (3.7). For each k g K we
hâve

where lK(b) hK(b, l)hK(b0, l)&quot;1 and where

supp gK(a) c Int W2 H V(1,2kd+d+1) U Va(K)). (*)

(When k c ^K, this holds by (iii)&apos; above.) In particular, /K(b) id for ail k such that
jll(k)c:K1(S), by (v), so that the chain (Kx(S),H) has support in Int W2. Therefore,

if

then (K2, H) is a cycle homologous to (Ku H) and hence to (K, f).
This cycle nearly satisfies IH(k +1). To see this, let

and define a! on ^ by

fi a(ic)Y) if

and ^i
fl «(*)) otherwise.
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It follows from condition (3.9)(iv) that lea^r) for ail r^dK^ Now, (*) together
with conditions (m)&apos; and (iv)&apos; above imply that

supp H^(K) c V(lf2(ic+i)d+i) U Va(K).

Therefore, if T&lt;£dKu

supp HMk) c Vai(T) U (Int W2 H V(lf2(fc+1)d+1)).

On the other hand, if r &lt;= dKx, then the function h is constant on t by Lemma
3.6(i). Hence /T(b) id, which implies that

supp H, c Int W2 n V(1,2(k+1)d+1) U Va(K))

for ail k with t&lt;=jui,(jc). Thus the function ax satisfies condition (iii) of IH(fc + l)
for ail tc^. It clearly also satisfies (ii). As for (i), observe that if r&lt;£ jn(dK) then
|oci(t)| d-k only if the sets &lt;*(*), t&lt;= /ul(k), are ail the same and ail hâve d-k
éléments. But this implies that t c: Int KX{S) for some S, so that r is not in K2.
Observe also that because lea(ic) for ail K&lt;fidK, we must hâve |a(/c)|=^d-fc-l
for K^dK. Thus ii(dK)^K2 and la^T^d-fc for rczyi(dK). Therefore ail we
hâve to do now is eut out from K2 the cubes in fx(dK) with |«i(t)| d-k.

To do this, let R be a subset of {2kd-f 2,...,N} with d-k-1 éléments and
define

Since |a(K)|^d-k — 1 on dK9 the subcomplexes L(R) are disjoint for distinct R.
Let K3 X2-- Ur IntL(H). Then the restriction of ax to K3 satisfies the conditions

of JJFf(fc + l) since we hâve removed ail the cubes for which (i) fails.
However, (K3, H) is no longer a relative cycle. Our aim now is to define chains

(M(R), G) for each R so that (L(R), H) + (M(R\ G) is a relative boundary and

so that (K3, H)+Zr (M(R)9 G) is a relative cycle which satisfies IH(k 4-1).
Note that L(K) L&apos;(jR)x[0,1]. H we identify Lf(JR)x0 with L&apos;(jR)caKl5

then it follows from (3.9)(iv) that L&apos;(R) x 1 c K^S), where S {1} U R. We chose
h so that h is constant on each Kt(S): see (v) above. Clearly, we may also assume
that on each set L&apos;(R)x[0,1] the map h dépends only on se[0,1]. Then, for
each t c L&apos;(R), we will hâve

r(al for (a, s) e r x [0,1],
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where Ft=/k°tt for some K^dK as in (3.4). Note also that the lr(s) commute
with the FT(a) because of condition (iii)&apos; in the définition of h.

Now consider d(L(R), H). The pièces (L&apos;(jR) x{j}, H), i 0,1, hâve support in
Int W2. Therefore d(L(R), H) is a sum of chains of the form (rx[0,1], H), where

t is a (d-2)-cube in dKx with a(r)^R. We will write dV(R) for this set of
(d-2)-cubes. Since \R\&lt;d, we may choose an integer /fÉR such that 2fcd+d+ 1

&lt;/^2(fc + l)d + l. Let mt, O^f^l, be a path in (êl with support in
(VrA)UT&apos;U Vj such that mt(L0&lt;= W2. Hère T is a tube in V(lj2(fc+1)d+1) which
does not meet suppFT for tcL&apos;(K). Therefore mt commutes with the FT.

Further, because supp fT c y(12kd+d+1) by (iii)&apos;, we may assume that m1/T(s)mr1
has support in Int W2 for ail s. Now define

Gr(t, a, s) mtlr(s)FT(a) for (r,a,s)e/xTx[0,1].

Because lT commutes with FT, the faces (IxtX{î}, GT), i 0,1, of the chain

(Ixtx[0, 1], GT) cancel. Further ({l}xTx[0,1], GT) has support in Int W2, and

({0}x T x[0,1], Gr)= (r x[0,1], H). Therefore, if we put

(M(R),G)= X (Ixtx[0,1],Gt),

then (L(J?),H)4-(M(R), G) is a relative boundary. Thus the cycle (K3,H) +
Xr(M(JR), G) is homologous to (Ku H) and hence to (K, /). This cycle is not
reduced since in the calculation of its boundary one must cancel the face

(JxTx{l}, Gt) with (IXrx{0}, GT) and must cancel ({0}xTx[0,1], GT) with
(t x [0,1], H) in K3. However, it is homologous to a reduced relative cycle

(K4, G), where K4 is formed from K3 and the M(R) by making the identifications
which correspond to the above cancellations and then subdividing, and where G is

induced by G and H in the obvious way.
We claim that (K4, G) satisfies IH(fc + l). To see this, define the function a2

on K4 by

if
if

Since \al(r)\&lt;d~k-l for T&lt;^dL&apos;(R), the function a2 satisfies condition (i) of
IH(k +1). It is easy to check that the other conditions hold. This complètes the

proof of Lemma 3.8, and hence of Lemma 3.2.
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§4. The déformation lemma

This section is concernée! with the proof of Lemma 2.5. In [11] Thurston gave
a very brief outline of a proof in the case of a 1-chain on a manifold of dimension
2*3. His method was later fully worked out in the symplectic case by Banyaga,
both for 1-chains and 2-chains. The argument for d&gt;2 is essentially the same:

one just has to be very systematic, so that one can keep track of what is going on.
We will begin by making some définitions and will describe the strategy of the

proof in (4.3). Throughout we consider a triple (K, K\ f) such that supp (K\ /)&lt;=

Xc W&apos;, for some compact submanifold X of W.

(4.1) Coverings associated to a triangulation

Put a Riemannian metric on Wx and choose e&gt;0 so that e-balls are
geodesically convex and so that the e-neighbourhood Xe of X is contained in W.
Then choose a smooth convex triangulation T {A*: i e Ik, 0 =^ k ^ n} of Wx which
restricts to a triangulation V of X and is such that the e-neighbourhood of any
simplex in T, resp. T&apos;, is contained in a set of Y, resp. Y&apos;. As in [1] ChIII.2, we
associate to such a triangulation an open cover % ={U^:ieIk,O^fc^n} of Wt
with the following properties:

(a) each C/f is an i&gt;-neighbourhood of a déformation retract of 4,k for some

7I&lt;8&apos;-

(b) l/kn U\= 0 if either k J and i +} or k &lt; l and 4k is not a face of A].
(c) For each k, the sets ielj cover the fc-skeleton of T.

One should construct the L/k in order of increasing k. See Fig. 5. Note that
refînement of Y. Also %&apos; {(7k:AkeT&apos;} refînes Y&apos;.

is a

Fig. 5.
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It will be convenient to renumber the sets [/*. Let Mk \I0\ + • • • + |/k| for each

n and put M Mn. We may assume that Ik ={1,... ,Mk-Mk_1}. Then
UÏ will be called Um where m=Mk_1 + /. In particular Um U^ for m^M0.
(Our Mk slightly differ from Banyaga&apos;s Nk but the renumbering is the same as

his.) We now choose a nested séquence of open covers 2E{r) {Z{£&apos;&gt; l^m^M},
-Q*^r^Q + 2d + l, each of which is a slightly smaller version of % where
Q 2Md. Thus, for ail r, s, m, l we hâve

ZOO,- y(r) _ ryir+l) &lt;- ^(Q+2d + l) _ jr

A typical pair of such covers is shown in Fig. 5. We will often write Z(r) for a

union of sets from 3tir) and Z(s) for the corresponding union of sets from 2tis\
Further, we will write /&apos; for the subset of {1,..., M} which corresponds to
éléments of T. Thus / g f if and only if U, U* where A*e T. We write £T(r) for
{Z,(r):/€ J&apos;}. It is a refinement of %&apos; and of V.

(4.2) Neighbourhoods of the identity in &lt;&amp;1

Let Jf be any neighbourhood of the identity in ^. Then a fc-simplex crc B^x
will be called Jf-small if

for ail v, w in the standard simplex Ak. Similarly, the chain (K, f) will be called
if

for ail a, b in k and ail cubes k ci K Clearly, one may subdivide K to get a chain
(J£*, /*) which is ^-small and is homotopic to (K, f). Therefore, we may assume
that our original triple (K, K&apos;, f) is ^*-small for any given Jf.

Let M be the set of ail éléments g e &lt;êx such that both g and g&quot;1 take Z^} into
Z^+1) for ail m, r. Let Jfl9 0=^ i ^2d +1, be an increasing séquence of contractible
C^neighbourhoods of the identity in &lt;&amp;1 such that for each i we hâve:

(a) Jf^^cM; and

(b) for every union Z(Q+l) of sets from 3?(Q+l), every compact subset of the

space {g 6 JftJfo : supp g c Z(o+0} contracts inside {g eJfl+1: supp g c
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Finally Jf will be a very small neighbourhood of the identity which is contained in
^0. Other conditions on Jf will be given later. We will assume from now on that
(K, K&apos;, f) is jV-small.

(4.3) The main construction

For each p we identify the standard p-cube Cp with

by a linear transformation. Then the hyperplanes x, eZ divide Cp into a collection
of little cubes whose set of vertices is the integer lattice A in Cp. Since the

hyperplanes x,eZ are preserved by the face inclusions Cq —» Cp, the cubical
complex K has a corresponding subdivision K*. Thus each p-cube k in K is

divided into Mp little cubes c in K* whose vertices lie on the integer lattice AK.

We will identify AK with A. In particular, the first vertex vK of k is identified with
(0,...,0)gA.

Most of the effort involved in the proof of the déformation lemma is taken up
in establishing the following resuit. It will be proved in (4.7)-(4.14) below.

LEMMA 4.4. There is a family of maps i/fK : AK —» No, kczK, with the following

properties.

(a) (compatibility) If t e AK and k c jll then

(b) (agreement with /K) For each k and ail vertices v of k

*c(t&gt;) /,c(i&gt;).

(c) For each p-cube k we hâve

supp GfcO&apos;i,..., /i,..., Jp)o^kUi, à -1,..., Jp)&quot;1)c Z%*\

(d) 1/ k € K&apos;, then

«hcO&apos;i»
• • •, Â, • • •, JP) «fceO&apos;i»..., Ji -1,..., U wnless / e /&apos;.

Condition (c) implies that for every little cube c in k there are p integers
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jl9..., jp such that

(e) supp iffM^Wr1 S Z™ U • • • UZ£Q\

where t, i&apos; are any vertices of c. By (a), the diffeomorphism 0rlc(O&lt;fcc(O~1 *s

independent of the choice of cube k containing c. Therefore if tc is the first vertex
of c we may put

where c &lt;= k. Clearly, this defines a compatible family of maps on the vertices of
the subdivision K* of K. Using (d) and (e), one can easily find a function a from
the little cubes in K* to the subsets of {1,...,M} which has the properties:
|a(c)|^dimc; a(c)cza(cf) if ccc&apos;; a(c)e/&apos; if ccif*;

suppifcU^Zi^ U Z&lt;Q).

J€tt(c)

Therefore the triple (K*, K&apos;*, i/f) is supported by (^(o), 3T(O)) and hence also by
(V, Y&apos;). It remains to extend the if/c to the whole of K* and to show that the
resulting triple (K*, K&apos;*, $) is homotopic to (K,K&apos;,f). This will be the case
because the i//c are close to the fK by (b).

(4.5) Extending the ifc to ijic

We extend the ifc to a compatible family of maps ifc : c -» ^Vp, where p dim c,
in such a way that

supp ifc c Zi%îp) for ail c.

This may be done inductively over the skeleta of K*. When dim c 1, the values

of ifc at the two points of de lie in Jf0 and one can extend i/rc to the rest of c by
(4.2)(b). Now suppose inductively that ij/c has been defined for ail c of dimension
&lt;p. If c has dimension p, then the compatibility conditions imply that tpc is

already defined on de. In fact, if c&apos; is a face of c with first vertex ic&lt;, we must hâve

&lt;fc(a) «fc&apos;(a)«fcM&gt; for ail a€c&apos;.

Hence ifc(a)€JVp_1JV0 for ail a e de by the inductive hypothesis. Also
supp ijfc | de &lt;= Z£te)p~1). Therefore one can extend ifc to the whole of c by
condition (4.2)(b).
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Thus we hâve a triple (K*9 K&apos;*, t?) which is supported by (3£{o+d\ Tio^) and
hence also by (V, Y&apos;).

(4.6) Construction of the homotopy (KxI,F)
Clearly there is a cycle (K9 ip) which gives (K*, $) upon the subdivision of K.

In fact

| tc) for aecc*.

Hence |K(a)eJVd+1 for ail aeK by (4.2)(b). Further, if Z&apos;(r) U {Z&lt;r) : / g J&apos;} c
W, then for each k€K&apos; we hâve

suppi^c U Z^,+&lt;1+1)cZ&apos;(Q+d+1)cW&apos;
C&lt;=K

By repeating the argument of (4.5) one can easily define maps Fk:kxI-&gt;
•^d+p+i» where p dim k, so that the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) FK(a,0) /K(a) and FK(a, l) ^K(a) for aeK\
(ii) FK(v, t) fK(v) for each vertex d of k;
(iii) FK(a, 0 Fk(a, t)fK(vK) if a e k c K;
(iv) for each p-cube k in K&apos;

suppFKcZ&apos;(Q+d+p+1)cW&apos;.

Note that conditions (i) and (ii) are consistent by (4.4)(b). Also (i) and (iv) are
consistent because supp fK c= Xc Z&apos;(Q) for ail k € K&apos;. By (iii) thèse FK are compatible

and so define a chain (KxI,F) which clearly has ail the properties required by
Lemma 2.5. Observe in particular that the restriction of F to Kx 1 is just (K, i/r).

This holds because, by (ii), no renormalization is needed: compare (3.7).
This complètes the proof of the déformation lemma, modulo the proof of

Lemma 4.4.

(4.7) Proof of Lemma 4.4

We prove the lemma first for d 1 and 2. The gênerai case will be proved by
induction in (4.14). When d 1, the compatibility conditions are irrelevant and it
suffices to define, for each 1-cube k in X, éléments il*K(i), O^i^M, of ^0 sucn
that ift, (0) id, ifc, (M) fK (M) and
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Our construction will be based on a very careful choice of thèse *&amp;&lt;(/).

If Y is a (compact) submanifold of Int Wt and if g e &amp;x we will say that

supp g c Y if g has support in Int Y and if the flux of g with respect to Y is zéro.
The second condition means that the élément &lt;PY(g) of H^ilnt Y; R) is zéro.
Clearly supp g^Wt for ail g s %, i 1, 2.

The following lemma is essentially due to Thurston [11]. A complète proof is

given by Ismagilov in [5] 2.4, and in Banyaga [1] III.3.2 for the case n 2. We
will give a proof hère in a form convenient for our purposes, using Ismagilov&apos;s

method.

LEMMA 4.8 (Fragmentation Lemma). Let s be any integer, l^s^Q, and let

Mt be any neighbourhood ofthe identity in ^. Then there is a neighbourhood ofthe
identity Mq^M^ such that every g£M0 may be decomposed into a séquence
g(0) id, g(l),..., g(M) g which satisfies the following conditions for each j:

(i) g(j)eM1;
(ii) supp(g(/)g(/-ir1)c=ZJ(s);
(m) supp (ggor1) cwr iu z(r\
Proof We construct the g(j) by induction on /. Since the construction involves

M steps, it will be clear that there is a C1-neighbourhood Ji0 such that the g(/)
may ail be chosen in Mx. Moreover, we will assume that Mo is so small that any
difïeomorphism which we encounter, for example gg(j-l)&quot;1 below, is in the
neighbourhood JV*0 defined in (4.2).

If g(j-1) is already defined, then g(j) must hâve the form s(/)~1g(y — 1) where

on U Z{~s)

outside Z\s\

Thus, in order to define g(/) we must first extend s(j) over the whole of Wx.

Second, we must check that the extension can be chosen so that ggO)1 has zéro
flux in Wx— (Ji*sjZt(-s)- We will see that thèse two questions are related.

Now, s(j) is defined on the complément of

oJ(s)=zJ(s)-uz,(-s)

and is injective there because of our assumption that ggO&apos;-l)&quot;1 is in jV0. If /
corresponds to a p~simplex in T, that is, if MP_1&lt;/^MP, then one can easily
check that QJ(s)^Sn&quot;p~1xDp+1. Thus Q,(s) is connected when p&lt;n-l, and so

s(j) has an extension in ^. (See Remark (3.3).)
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Let us now consider the second conditon. When j^Mn-i, the set \Jl^1Zil~s)
retracts onto part of the (n - 3)-skeleton of T and so Hï~\lnt Wx - U ,«j Z[~s))
H&quot;&quot;^(Int Wx). Therefore, for thèse values of / we just need ^w^ggOT1) 0,
which is true since g and g(j) belong to S^ However, if Mn_3&lt;/^Mn_2, the
condition is significant. Let us suppose that j Mn-3 + m. Then Z\s) is a thickening
of the (n — 2)-simplex A^~~2, and \Jt^jZi~s) is a thickening of

T, ((n - 3)-skeleton of T) U W2 : l ^ m}.

Let us dénote the flux homomorphism relative to Wx — T} by &lt;î&gt;. Then &lt;2&gt; is

defined on those g€^ with support in Int Wx-Tp and it takes values in
Hc~x(Int Wt- Tj). The inductive hypothesis implies that &lt;Pj-i(gg(j-1)&quot;1) 0, and

we want to choose an extension s(j) so that &lt;Pj(gg(j — l)~ls(j)) O. Consider the
diagram

Hn-2(ànm-2,dânm~2) ^ Hr&apos;(Int

Note that the top row is exact, and that 8 is either injective or zéro. Let
be any extension of s(j). Since it has support in Zjs) Z{s) — Tj_ly the élément
tpj-^s&apos;Q)) is defined. Moreover ^^(s&apos;Q)) 0 because Z,(s) is contractible. Hence

/**, (gg« - ir&apos;«&apos;a»=*,-i(ggO&apos; - ir1)+*,-i(«&apos;O&apos;))=o.

Therefore, when 5 0, any extension s&apos;(j) will do. If 8 ^ 0 the possible choices for
the extension of s(j) hâve the form s&apos;(j)t(j) where supp t(j) c Qjs) c Int Wx - Tr
Let $; be the flux homomorphism relative to Q{s). Then &lt;î&gt; i*^J in the diagram
above. It is not hard to see that &lt;P\ is surjective. Therefore, because Im 8 Im î*,
one can choose t(j) so that

Thus a suitable extension of s0) can be found when
Now consider j in the range Mn-2&lt;i^Mn-i- Notice that supp (gg(Mn_2)~1)c

Wt-T*&quot;&quot;^, where ^&quot;^ is the (n-2)-skeleton of T. Using the définition of the
flux homomorphism given in §2 above, one can check that for each / Mn_2 + w
the tWo components of ZJ(s)~gg(Mm_2)~1(4^&quot;1) hâve the same volume as the
corresponding components of ZJ(s)~4^l~1 QJ(s). (This holds because
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satisfies condition (iii).) Thus s(j) can be extended for each such /. But for thèse /
condition (iii) is automatically satisfied. Hence the g(/) can be deflned for thèse /.
The g(j) for j&gt;Mn-l are now uniquely determined, since Q,(s)=0 in this
case.

We will say that the éléments g(/), 0=^/=^M, of Lemma 4.8 form a canonical
décomposition of g with respect to Z(s). We will need the following sharpened
version of this lemma.

LEMMA 4.9. Given any neighbourhood Mx there is a neighbourhood
such that if geJC0 and if

for some k and s then g has a canonical décomposition with respect to 3£(s+1) such
that

(i) gO)= id for j ^ Mp, where Mp_x &lt; k ^Mp; and
(ii) each g(j)eJti and has support in Z(^+1\

Proof. This is a straightforward generalization of Lemma 4.8 and is proved in
the same way. Condition (i) is possible because Q^ is covered by the sets Z,(s+1),

/&gt;MP. Since there are only a finite number of s and k, the neighbourhood Mo
clearly exists.

Remark 4.10. If supp g &lt;= Z&apos;(s) c Wr, one can apply Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 using
the cover î&apos; of W instead of 2t. Hence one can assume in addition that

(4.11) Proof of Lemma 4.4 for d 2

When dim k 1, the integer points in AK are /, 0^/^M, and we define the
*AkG) to be a canonical décomposition of fK(M) with respect to 3£a\ If kgK&apos; we

may by (4.10) assume that i^K(/) &lt;&amp;&lt;(/-1) if i£J&apos;. Thus (4.4)(d) is satisfied.

Let us now consider a 2-cube k. Its integer points are (j, k), 0^/, fc^M. The
compatibility conditions (4.4)(a) détermine \\fK on ôk. We will also suppose that ^K
is defined along the diagonal (/,/)&gt; 0^/^M, to be a canonical décomposition of
tk(M, M) fK(M, M) with respect to 2£{l\ We will then show how to define the
«AkO, fc) for j^k. The case j^k may be obtained by symmetry.

Let g=fK{M,M). then by (4.8)(iii) both supp(gi/rK(fc, k)&quot;1) and
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supp(gi/»K(M, fc)&quot;1) are contained in Wj — Ui^it^&quot;1*- Hence

(0 supp (^K(m, k)*K(k, fc)-1)c Wx-(yk zî-&quot;

Let us suppose that the t/&gt;K(/, fc) hâve been defined for ail (/, fc) where j=*k and
fc &lt; lin such a way that:

(ii) supp (*„(/, fc)«/,K0-1, fc)-1)cZ,(2fc+1),

(m) supp (*,(m, fc)^Ka fcrx) c wa - u zf-

(Thèse conditions are satisfied when 1 1.) Put

hOi A,a 0*«a J- D~\ hu »Ak(M, 0^fc(M /-1)&quot;1.

Then we claim that

(iv) sappihMcQ?».

To see this, note first that supp hu &lt;= Z,(1) by (4.8)(ii). Also,

supp/io,&lt;=supp(*tai)*«(I-l,l-l)&quot;1)Usupp(ifcc(I-l,I-l)*c(U-ir1)
cZ{1)UZ,(2|-1) ZP|-1&gt; by (ii) above.

Further

id on «k(M, 0Z,(~2I+1) n Z^n for

by (iii) above and (4.8)(iii). But «^(M, 0Z,(&quot;2l+1) =&gt;Zj&quot;20 since ^K(
Therefore (iv) holds.

When Mp-^/ssAfp for pfn-2, then Hrx(Qi2°) 0. In this case (iv) is

équivalent to

(iv)&apos;

Hence Lemma 4.9 impies that hnhôi has a canonical décomposition k(j), y&gt;Mp,
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with respect to 3£i2l+1) and such that supp h(j) cz Z\2l+1) for ail /. Now set

(v) *c(/,0 hO&quot;)hoi*cOW-D for l^j^M.

It is not hard to check that (ii) and (iii) above hold. For example

*k(m, otfcctt ir1=(hllhôilh(ir1)h(j)hol(^K(M, i-
is the identity on Zl(-2I-1)nh(/)h0I(Zl(-2I+1J) Zl(-2I-1) for ail î*£/.

It remains to consider the rows i/fK(-, 0 where Mn_3&lt;/=^Mn_2. We hâve to
ensure that (iv)&apos; holds. Consider diagram (*) in Lemma 4.8. If ô^O, then i* is

injective and so it suffices to prove that ^(ftuftôi1) 0. If g i^K(M, M), we know
by (4.8)(iii) that

0

and

But &lt;^(^K(M, I-l)ifc(U-l)&quot;1) 0 by (iii) above. Hence *i(hllhôil) O as re-
quired.

For those l for which 8 0, one argues rather differently. Notice that in the
above construction the éléments tlfK(j, fc) in the triangle Mp_1&lt;fc^/^MP dépend
only on the diagonal éléments i/*K(fc, fc) and the éléments ij/K(j, Mp_x) in the Mp~ith
row. (This is true because we chose the h(j) in (v) so that ft(/) id for /^Mp.)
Therefore, once the éléments i/rK(j, Mn_3), Mn_3&lt;/^Mn_2 are chosen, the
éléments hlkhôk, Mn_3&lt;fc^Mn_2, are determined. Two différent choices of
\\fK&amp; Mn_3) differ by an élément t(l) with support in Qp°. Further, if 8 =0 for /,

then &lt;P\(t(l)) can be arbitrary. It is not hard to check that if one changes
i//K(Z, Mn_3) by t(0 then hol changes by a conjugate of t(l) and so ^K^ii^ôi1)
changes by 0J(^(O). Hence one can choose the row i/rK(-,Mn_3) so that (iv)&apos; is

satisfied for ail / with 8 0. This argument does not make sensé when n 2, but
fortunately the map 8 is never 0 in this case.

This complètes the construction of the i/rK(/, k), j^k. The i/rK(j, fc), /^fc, are
defined symmetrically. It remains to check that the conditions of Lemma 4.4 are
satisfied. Now, conditions (a) and (b) are clear from the construction, (c) follows
from (ii) above, and (d) follows by Remark 4.10. Finally, notice that in the
construction of a particular i/rK(j, fc) we apply Lemma 4.8 three times to define if/K

on the edges of the 2-simplex which contains (/, fc) and then apply Lemma 4.9
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exactly k -1 times. It follows easily that one can choose the initial neighbourhood
Jf which contains the fK(v) to be so small that ail the i/rK(/, k) lie in ^0- This
complètes the proof of Lemma 4.4 when d 2.

In the above proof we constructed the i/jK(j, k) for O^fc^/^M from three
given éléments: i£K(0, 0), \ffK(M,0) and t/rK(M, M). This may be thought of as a
&quot;two-dimensional&quot; version of Lemma 4.8. In dimension p we want to define
éléments &lt;^K(t), for ail l in the integer lattice of a p-simplex, given the values of if/K

at the vertices of that simplex. Thèse i/&gt;K(i) should hâve certain properties which
are formulated in the following définition.

DEFINITION 4.12. Let ap be the p-simplex {x :Q^xp^- • •^x1^M} with
set of vertices Vp and integer lattice Ap, and let ^ be a neighbourhood of the
identity in ^. Suppose éléments ^(v), v e Vp, are given where 1^.(0,..., 0) id.
Then a canonical décomposition of the ^(v), veVp in 9 and with respect to 3£(s) is

a collection

of éléments of 9* satisfying the conditions:

(i) supp (ifo(/i,..., Ji,..., /p)ifcrG&apos;i,..., Ji -1,..., U)&quot;1) S Z™
(ii) for each Z,

supp (4fa(M,... ,M,M, jt+1,..., yp)ife.(M,..., M, ji, jl+1,..., jp)

i

This décomposition will be said to be subordinate to Q(fcs) if, in addition,

(iii) fc(j1,...9]p) idtor jp*z-&apos;*Zh^Nq where Nq

(iv) supp ifcO&apos;i» • • • y /P)c= zfc} for a11 O&apos;i»
• • •, 7P) e Ap.

LEMMA 4.13. (a) For any neighbourhood of the identity Jit there is a
neighbourhood Mo such that, if ifc.(t), t g Ap C\dap9 are any éléments of Jt0 which
satisfy (4.12)(i), (ii) for some sf wherever this makes sensé, then one can define i^K(t)

for the other ieApso that the *I/k(l) form a canonical décomposition of the foiv) in
Mx with respect to 2E(r\ with r s&apos; + 2M.

(b) If faiv), ve Vp, are any éléments of Jt0 such that

WcQ^ for ail veVp,
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then there is a canonical décomposition of the ^(v) in Mx which is subordinate to

ori}.
Proof Let us suppose that (a) and (b) hâve been proved for ail p&apos;&lt;p, where

p^3. Further, we will suppose that tfcrO&apos;i»
• • • &gt;/P) has t&gt;een defined for ail

(y&apos;i,..., 7P) with jp &lt; / in such a way that (4.12)(i), (ii) is satisfied with s s&apos; + 2m
when jp m. Consider the level jp l. The (p - l)-simplex &lt;xp D (jp I) has vertices
u,(0, O^i^p-1, where

i\(j) (M,..., M, /,..., l, j), with i factors of M

Put hd vt(l)vt(Z —l)&quot;1. For each i, the four éléments vt(l), vt(l-l), up_i(0 and

vp-i(l — 1) are contained in a 2-dimensional face of ap. (Hère we need p^3.)
Therefore, our assumption that the 1/^.(1) satisfy (4.12)(i), (ii) on dcrp, together with
the calculation of (4.11), shows that

supphrfhj^ucQ^ for r s&apos; + 2I-l.
Hence

supp ^hôi1 c Qïr) for 0 *£ i ^ p -1.

Since (b) holds when p&apos; — p — 1, one can therefore find a canonical décomposition
h(/i&gt; • • • &gt;/p-i) °f tne ^ii^ôi1 which is subordinate to Q{r\ for r s&apos; + 2£ One now
checks as in (4.11) that the éléments

«fcrG&apos;i, • • •, 7p-i, 0 Hîu ¦-, jp-ùhoifctiu /p-i, /-1)

satisfy the inductive hypothesis.
The proof of (b) is similar. One should insert an appropriate number of

auxiliary covers in between 2t{s) and ££(s+1), and then should choose the if/p(i),
where p is a q-dimensional face of cr, in order of increasing q.

(4.14) Proof of Lemma 4.4 (gênerai case)

One constructs the ^K(t) inductively over the skeleta of K using Lemma
4.13(a). The argument is just like that used when d 2, and its détails will be left
to the reader.

(4.15) Remark

In the proof of Lemma 2.5 we hâve used two properties of the group ^: first,
that it is locally contractible, so that the neighbourhoods of (4.2) exist, and
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second, that it has an appropriate isotopy extension theorem, so that the fragmentation

Lemma 4.8 holds. Fathi shows m [3]§4 that the group of ail homeomorph-
isms of a compact manifold which préserve a good measure has thèse properties.
Hence Lemma 2.5 holds for this group. Indeed ail the results of this paper are
valid for this group.

Lemma 2.5 also holds for the group of ail homeomorphisms of a compact
manifold by [2]. Using this, one can presumably extend the proof given by Mather
in [8] of the Mather-Thurston theorem to the C°-case. See [8] §6.

Finally, note that Lemma 2.5 holds in the symplectic case. For the group of ail
symplectic diffeomorphisms of a symplectic manifold is locally contractible by
[12], and Banyaga proves the équivalent of Lemma 4.8 in [1] III.3.2. In fact, let
us say in this case that supp g c= Y if supp g &lt;= Int Y and if S(g) 0 in H*(Int Y),
where S is the homomorphism defined by Banyaga in [1] II.l. Then Lemma 4.8
holds as stated, and the proof is the same, except that the obstruction to extending
s(j) in the required fashion now occurs for ]^M0 instead of for Mn_3&lt; j =^Mn_2.

Therefore, just as when n 2 in the volume preserving case, the map 8 m the

diagram corresponding to (*) is never zéro. This means that condition (iv)&apos; in
(4.11) is always satisfied, which slightly simplifies that proof
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